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ON THE DIOPHANTINE EQUATION £? , x¡/d¡ = 0 (mod 1)
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(Communicated by William Adams)
Abstract.
Let dx, ... , dn be n positive integers. The purpose of this note
is to study the number of solutions and the least solutions of the following
diophantine equation:

(!)

^+---

+ ^=°

(modi),

1<*,.<¿,-1,

which arises from diagonal hypersurfaces over a finite field. In particular, we
determine all the d¿ 's for which (1) has a unique solution.

Let F be a finite field of q elements, c, (i = I, ... , n) be nonzero elements

of F . Suppose that di divides q - 1 for all /. Let TVbe the number of
solutions of the equation:
(2)

cxxdx>+--- + cnxdn"=0,

XieFq.

It is well known (see [1]) that
(3)

\N-qn-l\<I(dx,...,dn)(q-l)q{"-2)/2,

where I(dx, ... , dn) is the number of solutions of equation (1). Recently, it
has been proven in [3] that
(4)

ordq(N-qn-l)>L(dx,...,dn)-l,

where L(dx, ... ,dn) is the least positive integer represented by 2~I"=ix¡/d¡
( 1 < x¡ < d¡ — 1) and ord? is the additive #-adic valuation normalized such

that ord^ q = 1.
Thus, the archimedean estimate of TVis reduced to give a good upper bound
on the total number I(dx, ... , dn) of solutions of equation (1); while the qadic estimate of N is reduced to give a good lower bound for the least solution
of equation (1), i.e., L(dx, ... , dn). In a previous article [2], we answered the
question when equation ( 1) is unsolvable. In the present paper, we study / and
L. In particular, we are able to characterize all the dAs for which equation
(1) has a unique solution. We note that there is a combinatorial formula for
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I(dx, ... , dn) (see [2]). Unfortunately,

this formula does not tell much about

/ and L.
Our first result is the following reduction theorem, on which our other results
are based.

Theorem 1.
(i) For each i, define ui = %cd(di, dx---dn /d¡). Then we have the following
two equalities:
(5)

I(dx,...,dn)

= I(ux,...,un),

(6)

L(dx,...,dn)

= L(ux,...

,un).

(ii) For each i, define v¡ = gcd(u¡, ux- ■■un/ui).

Then we have v¡ = u¡ for

all i.
Part (i) of the theorem says that there is a reduction process for / and L.
Part (ii) of the theorem says that this process terminates at the second step.
Proof. Consider the equation:

(7)

l^ + --- + i = 0 (modi),

l<yt<ut-l.

We claim that x¡ = yidi/ui gives a one-one correspondence between the solutions of equation (1) and the solutions of equation (7). Part (i) of the theorem
then follows from this correspondence. To prove the claim, it is sufficient to
prove that any solution (xx, ... , xn) of equation (1) satisfies xt = yidi/ui for
suitable integers y. (1 < i < n).
Let bx, ... , bn be a solution of (1). Thus, there is a positive integer z such

that

(8)

£ + ...h4 = z.

Multiply both sides of (8) by dx ■■■djux , we have
(9)

\d2-.-dn

+ ±bd^

= zdtd2---dn.

i=l

Since (dx/ux, d2 ■■■djux)

= 1 , from (9) we have

bx^0

(modi).

bx=0

(modi).

Similarly, we have
Thus, bi = diyi/ui for some integers y. (1 < i < n), and the claim is proved.
To prove the second part of the theorem, we need to verify

(10)

u¡ = gcd(w-, U] ■■■uJuA)

(l<i<n).
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For any given prime number /, let hi = ord{(dA) (for simplicity of notation,
we suppress the dependence of h¡ on /). Then, we have

ord, ui = min [A,., ]T hj

,

ord,ux■■■ujui = J2min \hj> XX ■
j&
V w )
Thus, (10) holds if and only if the following inequality holds for all prime
numbers / and all i (1 < i < n),

(11)

min (/*,,£>,

<£minU

,£/J

.

Case I. hi < A for some j ^ i. In this case, we have

(12)

minU., ^ hj\ = ht < minI hj^hA

■

Clearly, the right term of (12) is less than or equal to the right term of (11).

Case II. hi > max h- for all j ^ i. In this case,

(13)

mmlh^YihA^hjK^mmlhj^hA
V

M J

W

J&

V

k*i J

.

Thus, (11) holds in this case, too. The theorem is proved.
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we have the following estimates for / and L .

Theorem 2. For all j (I < j < n), the following two inequalities hold:

(14)
(15)

Kdlt...,dH)<l[(u(-l),
L(dl,...,dn)>A

+ ... + ±.

Part (ii) of Theorem 1 shows that if one repeats the process of (5) and (6),
one does not get a better bound.
Proof. Consider equation (7). (15) is trivial by Theorem 1. To prove (14),
it suffices to show that for each choice of y. (i ^ j) there is at most one
y, satisfying equation (7). We may suppose that 7 = 1. If for a given y¡
(1 < y i < «,- — 1, i = 2,3,...,n)
there are two choices for yx, say yx and
zx, satisfying (7), then one has

(16)

(yx-zx)/ux=0

(modi).

This implies that yx = z{. Thus, (14) is true.
The next result describes all d¡% for which equation ( 1) has no solutions.
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Theorem 3. Let w( = %cd(dt, dx •■■dn/d¡) (I < i < n). The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) l(dx,...,dn)
= 0.
(b) L(dx, ...,dn) = +oo.
(c) Either some u = 1, or let ui (j = I, ... , k) be all the even integers
j
among the ui 's; then k is odd and u{ = 2 for all j except ut = 2'

(t > 0) for one I.
In [2], we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for / = 0 in terms of
the dAs. Unfortunately, that condition is not very simple. In contrast, the new
condition (in terms of the u;'s) given in Theorem 3 is much simpler.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is trivial. We now prove that (c) =*■(a).
If the first condition of (c) holds, i.e., some u¡ = 1, then (7) has no solutions.
Theorem 1 shows that I(dx, ... , dn) = 0. If the second condition of (c) holds,
then for any solution yi (i = I, ... , n) of (7), we must have y¿ = 1 and k
even. This contradicts the assumption that k is odd. Thus, I(dx, ... , dn) = 0.
Next, we prove (a) => (c). Assuming I(dx, ... , dn) = 0, the result in [2] shows
that one of the following conditions holds:

(i) For some i, %cd(di, dx ■■■dn/dA) = 1.
(ii) Let di (j = 1,..., k) be all the even integers among the As; then
j
k is odd, d¡ /I, ... , di ¡2 are pairwise prime, and any di is prime to
any odd numbers among the dAs.
If (i) is true, then ui = 1 and the first condition of (c) holds. We now
suppose that (ii) is true. If k = 1, one checks that u¡ = 1 . Hence, the first
condition of (c) holds. If fc > 1, it is easy to see that the second condition of
(c) is satisfied. This proves that (a) implies (c). Theorem 3 is proved.
The last result describes all dAs for which equation (1) has a unique solution.

Theorem 4. Let n > 1. Let ui = gcd(d¡, dx- ■■dn/di) (1 < / < n).
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) I(dx,...,dn)=l.
(b) n is even and ui = 2 for all i except Uj = 2

The

(k > 0) for one j.

Proof. First, (b) => (a). Without loss of generality, we suppose that ux = ■■■=
un_x = 2 and un = 2

for some k > 0. If yt, = bi (1 < /' < n) give a solution

of (7), then one must have bx .= • ■• = bn_x = 1 and bn = 2 _1 . Thus (7) has
a unique solution.
Next, we prove (a) => (b). Let yx, ... ,yn be the unique solution of equation
(7). It is clear that ui-yi
(I < i < n) also satisfy (7). By uniqueness of
solution, we have yt = ujl for all i. We claim that gcd(w(, u) = 1 for all
i # j. To prove the claim, we let d = gcd^ , u) > 1 for some i ^ j. Then
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the equation
(17)

í + í = °

(modl)>

l<zt<Ul-l,

has exactly d - 1 > 1 solutions. Furthermore, it is easy to see that one can
choose a solution z¡ such that zl ^ u¡/l (I = i, j). Then yi + zi (mod«,),
y i + Zj (mod «.), y¡ (I ^ i, j) give rise to a new solution of (7) contradicting
with the assumption on uniqueness.
By part (ii) of Theorem 1, we have

(18)

gcd(ui,ux---ujui)

= u¡

(1 </<«).

The above claim and (18) show that all the u/'s are powers of 2. One more
application of the claim gcd(w(, «.) = 2 implies that ui = 1 for all i except

Uj = 1

(k > 0) for one j . Theorem 4 is proved.

From the first part of the proof of Theorem 4, we have
Corollary 5. Assume the di 's satisfy one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem

4; then
(19)

L(dx,...,dn)

= n/1.
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